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Charlie and Suze just want a quiet, relaxing hike through Crater Top park. A beautiful, tranquil

and hidden in the mountains.Helping out with the park’s trails, Cole Wright enjoys the change.

The chance to do something different.No one expects trouble. Not way out there.But then,

trouble has a way of showing up.A standalone Cole Wright short story.

About the AuthorBob was born and raised in Rockland County. After raising three daughters

and a career in education he decided to change the tempo of life and began a new occupation

as a full-time writer of automotive history. This was simply an extension of what he had been

doing since his preadolescent years when he and his brother would collect sales brochures

from any auto dealer who wouldn't show them the exit. Ever since he was in elementary school

Bob was fascinated by the hopped-up Fords and Chevys (and even an occasional Plymouth) of

the late '30's and '40's that the older "cool" boys drove to school. Recollections of those cars

from long ago instantly came to mind when he first saw the PT Cruiser in 2000. Having

previously written numerous articles and several books on Chrysler vehicles, his interest in the

PT as the subject of a forthcoming volume was instantaneous. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.
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The Forest Doesn’t Care

Chapter OneA speck of rain struck Charlie’s ragged old peaked cap. Right on the brim. Louder

than rain had any right to be. He reached up and touched the brim, running his fingers along

the threads there, feeling the softness of the edge where it was fraying.It was a Cardinals cap

bought at a game when his grandfather had taken him umpteen years ago. Some game that

had been too. Drosser had smacked it clean out of the park, but the Cardinals had still lost.Now

Charlie touched a spot of damp right there on the peak. Definitely rain. On the way. It had

seemed distant for a while, the swish of a squall coming through. Others had passed them

by.Charlie looked back along the rugged trail. He’d stepped over roots and rocks, now not even

sure if it was a trail. The ground was boggy, reeking like old compost. There was a clear path

back through the pines. Either side it was dark. The overcast sucking light from everything,

especially here in the woods.He adjusted his pack, the straps were cutting a little into his

shoulders. Wrong kind of thing really to take out on this kind of walk.Just a little generic

daypack. Practically the kind of thing a down on their luck mom or dad might purchase at one

of those dollar stores so their kid had something to take what little lunch they had to

schoolCharlie had just tossed in a raincoat—a light one, fat lot of good that would if it really

rained—some tasty chocolate protein bars and a half liter of Jungle Juice.The trail sloped up

here, heading for some peak or other. There had been tantalizing glimpses of light, as if there

were clearings, or a road or even the peak itself.When he and Suze reached them, though,

each time, it was just a deceptive, momentary change in slope.Suze was somewhere ahead.

Better prepared, that was for sure. She’d bought herself a Fairbreaker coat. A layered jacket

that keeps rain out, but wicks away sweat in some kind of magical transference. She had a

proper pack with wide straps and some kind of spout that reached over her shoulder,

connected to a built-in water flask. Kept her hydrated.If this rain came to anything, hydrated

wasn’t going to be a problem.From nearby, something squawked. Some kind of bird, chasing

down a rodent or smaller bird.There was wildlife here. Half the reason for coming. ‘Crater Top

Nature Park’. Sixty acres of beautiful old growth forest, so it said on the webpage. Didn’t

mention that it was sixty acres set in thousands of acres of clear-felling. The view from one of

the little ledge clearing they’d reached seemed to encompass just a vast swathe of broken

land. Brown, churned earth, with stumps and branches and abandoned lodgepoles that had

broken or split on felling. A rusted, yellow trailer of some kind with one of the tires canted and

twisted at a bad angle.The idea was to focus on the surrounds. The pretty mosses growing in



around the roots. The bursts of mushrooms from rotting trunks. The swish and sway of the

trees in the gentle wind.“Charlie?” Suze called from ahead. She was around a bend and hidden

from sight. He’d last seen the flash of her guacamole-green pack a few minutes back.She was

the serious hiker. He was happy to do day walks here and there, but she was in the club.

Trailblazers. A bunch of early to late middle aged women who would rise at the crack of dawn,

march over a mountain range and sleep on some windswept plateau in rustling tents.“Not far

behind,” he called back.Ahead there were gaps in the trees. Daylight. Or, at least, the overcast.

Another of those tantalizing shifts in the slope that made you think you were coming up on the

ridge.From off to his right, east, came the patter of rain. Coming closer. The leading edge.

Probably heading straight for them.Easing through the curve in the trail, he spotted Suze forty

yards ahead. Her red coat already on and the hood up. Her pack on the ground, leaning

against her legs.Facing away from him. She had her hands out. Moving her head as if talking to

someone.There was a definite slope change where she was. From his angle it looked almost

as if she was on the ridge. But beyond, there was a bank, then more trees.The road cutting.

She’d mentioned it. Shown him on the map. An old forestry road, used by the park’s people

now to service the various amenities. There was some kind of vault toilet near the top,

apparently.For rescues too perhaps. If Charlie tripped and busted his ankle here, he would

need carrying out.As he drew closer, Charlie saw the back end of a pickup. Big and new. Black.

Shiny. Chunky tires. A tow ball.The tailgate was open. The front end was hidden by the

foliage.More rain was coming in. Still just a shower, but pretty soon it would be

torrential.Charlie kept walking.There was someone else there. Standing just the other side of

the pickup. Head and shoulders visible.Older guy. Lot of gray in his thick beard. He had a

maroon beanie on his head. He was saying something to Suze.Charlie drew up almost to them.

Maybe these guys could give them a ride back down to the parking lot at the trailhead. Save

them a walk in the rain.Charlie came up almost level. Just a few yards from Suze. The guy

stepped forward.“Hey,” Charlie said. Now he could see into the pickup’s tray.A body lying

there.A woman. Blood all over her face. Eyes staring blankly.“Welcome to the party,” the guy

said, stepping around.He was holding a rifle.Level.Aimed right at Suze.

Chapter TwoCole Wright Stood by the open door of the park’s busted and beat up SUV. A

twelve-year old RAV4. Bought secondhand on a very tight budget. Bought from donations a few

years back.Jim Targell, who’d employed Wright, said that it had been one of the best

investments they’d ever made.Right now, at the rocky, exposed crown of Crater Top, Wright

had a fabulous view across the local landscape. There were tall trees below, but around the top

they only grew a few feet high. Too rocky and dry and barren. The air was filled with their sweet

pine scent.Across the valley, on private land, some huge acreages of forest had been clear-

felled. Every single tree cut down, leaving stumps a foot high. In five years it would look better,

with neat rows of green saplings.Farther off the hills turned to blue, fading into the distance. An

to the east, a curtain of rain was drawing in. Maybe another few minutes and Wright and Targell

were in for a drenching.“One minute,” Targell said from nearby.The crown hosted a cellphone

tower. Something put in by T-Mobile. They paid to have it here, and made a contribution to the

road. Even made a grant to put new tires on the RAV a year back. Targell liked to tell the

stories.The name Crater Top was kind of a misnomer. There was a crater, but it was far below

and lost in the forest. The peak might have been part of the rim a hundred thousand or a

million years ago. There was a flat area with just enough room to turn the vehicle around, and

the tower.A trail led off to the south, and fifty yards farther down, occupying a flat spot, there

was a functional toilet hidden in the trees. Functional in that you could use it. It stank and



attracted flies. A half hour back Wright had replaced the rolls of paper and the squeeze bottle

of sanitizer. Before he left he’d squirted a couple of good dollops onto his hands and rubbed it

around. Still didn’t feel quite clean.Wright was just here for a few days, probably. Help out with

maintenance on the trails and amenities. Another grant, from the county, was paying for it.

Suited him. It came with a simple room in the park’s office, meals and a little spending cash for

his back pocket.He and Targell were up here tasked with maintenance on the cyclone wire

fence that protected the base of the tower. T-Mobile were paying. Tightening bolts and wires

and sending photos back to the technicians who would do the regular and more technical

maintenance.“All right,” Targell said, closing up his toolbox and loading it into the RAV’s rear.

He came around and got into the driver’s seat.Wright got in next to him and they closed their

doors with groaning, squeaky thunks. Wright was tempted to donate his meagre salary back to

the park so they could get a service done on the vehicle.“The phone company could do all this

themselves,” Targell said, reaching through the gap between the seats and pulling out his little

blue cooler.“They could,” Wright said, knowing what was coming. The company has to charge

out their own workers at seventy dollars an hour. Two of them for a full day really added up.

Cheaper to give every second inspection to the park volunteers and make another

donation.Targell folded down the top of his cooler and handed Wright a plastic-wrapped

sandwich and a Coke can.“Got a bit warm there, sorry,” Targell said.

The book by Sean Monaghan has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 1,392 people have provided

feedback.
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